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About This Game

Race To Mars is a turn-based, space company simulation game. Become the head of the newly established “New Space”
company whose goal would be to establish a colony on Mars. You begin as a startup - develop cutting edge aerospace

technologies and use them to achieve orbit and fly beyond Earth vicinity, blazing the trail of a space pioneer and leaving the
competition far behind on your way to victory.

Our game will achieve two goals - promote the outer space industry and satisfy all economy game fans. Race To Mars combines
the realism of a spaceport management sim and approachable gameplay - we assure you that both subject aficionados and casual

gamers will find this mixture most entertaining. Our priority is to make an approachable game without compromising its key
economical and strategical features - says Szymon Janus, the CEO of INTERMARUM.

Since we aim to deliver the best quality, we're developing the game in close cooperation with scientists from a Polish space
industry company, Kosmonauta.net; and we're using Unity, the leading multiplatform game engine, thanks to this we'll be able to

deliver top quality content.

FEATURES

Shape your own path to Mars: satellites or a space station?

Discover more than two hundred pioneering technologies
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Fight for a larger budget for your space program with the help of your fans and media

Expand your program: profit from commercial, scientific and military contracts

CURRENT FEATURES

Main screen from where you manage your New Space company

System of gaining Prestige points, which show how your company evolves and will enable it to develop further

Final 3D models of 4 important buildings

System of day and night

Almost all features in Administration building: manage staff and buildings, use the bank (take loans or deposit money),
view reports, answer first questions from the journalists and build your reputation

It is possible to build all buildings in the correct order (presented on a tree)

Answer first questions from the journalists and build your reputation

Choose contracts at National Space and Air Office

Build Satellite Program which unlocks development of crucial technologies at Research+Development

Develop first technologies (almost 100)

Use technologies to produce components

Choose components to build your own satellite

At the Market buy some of the missing stuff, like a rocket, which will launch your satellite to the orbit

Therefore: FIRST SPACE MISSION available

Random events affect your company’s evolvement

University enables Project Managers to improve their skills

Message box informs about concluding projects etc.

The game's current look is far away from the final graphics quality - you have to note that it's still in development and
most of the assets and geometry are temporary placeholders.

UPCOMING FEATURES

We plan to constantly add new researches at R+D

The same goes for new contracts at NSaAO

More Programs to start

More options at NSaAO, like selling your own services or asking for funding
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More questions for press conferences

More random events

Launch Facilities with the possibility to launch your own rockets

New GUI, redesigned after a series of tests

3D models for remaining buildings

Achievements
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Title: Race To Mars
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
INTERMARUM, ONE MORE LEVEL
Publisher:
ONE MORE LEVEL
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integred

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: Integred

English,Polish
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dont buy this game. Might be good when it's finished but I can't believe I paid $20 for this piece.. Keep your money... Race to
Mars has the potential to be a grate game , But when you try to launch a second rocket the game always locks-up. Which is very
annoying . Look foward to the game working correctly.. I can enter the game to start up a space firm. Only to see it go bancrupt.
ha ha ha
WORST GAME EVER <3. Way to difficult to play, esy to complicated, There are lgames with learning curves and then there
are games like this.... Game has new developers, but you cant do a dam thing....

Pros
it starts up...

Cons
you cant do anything, nothing, nada....

its a great screen saver.. Right now there is not much to do and everything that there is to do takes too much time. Simple things
like research can be reduced with more workers but more workers means more money lost to pay. Even with more workers
research takes a long time making you sit there spamming the next turn button.
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I have last version of the game and I don't have mission control like they show in video, so game is unplayable. You can't lanch
anything, and do anything useful.
There is to much clicking involved, to exit one building you will need 2 to 3 clicks on small x.
Also game have a some big bugs, so don't even try to open university.

Game have potential, but it is to expensive for early stage and still unfinished in way that it is unplayable.
I think that early access games should be cheper in begining and get more expensive as game progress to the 1.0 version. That
way early access buyers get some benefits for suporting game development.
For now I don't recomend this game, if next update make some significent changes maybe I will.. dat game is ♥♥♥♥ !!!!!!. I
would love to give it a better review but it's not playable yet, I hope they manager to get their s*** togather because it has a lot
of potential.

Good luck game :). no development and no content. enough said.. Terrible Game atm the most you can do is name your
company. The updates have dried up even after the game was given to a new development team. Until more updates come out i
highly discourage the purchase and the 10 mins of content this game has.. Has a lot of potential but still a long way to go for the
new developers...

06/2018 update, still no news and contacting the developer which just gives as answer, be patient, updates are coming soon.
Whatever, I asked a refund. Even asked to delete this game from the store.. Firstl i would like to say that it is an innovative
game with the potential to go along way. I like the idea of being able potray a company in the media as well as researching and
developing your own goals to acheieve whatever you want in the game. That being said there is defiantely need for further
develpoment of the game.
1.The graphics which at the moment are obviously not the finished product.
2. The grammar used in notifications, and interviews, needs to be reviewed, some mistakes are basic and others are merely
spelling mistakes.
3. It may be prudent to feature notifications when researches have been completed other than an email.
4. The GUIs need to be developed for all buildings.
5. Each of the available researeched items, such as radar, visible, UV, IR telescopes should have a full description available, as it
stands the information shown when the mouse is hovered over the items goes off the screen and cannot be fully read.
6. It should be clearer how you can make a profit in a business like that, all that seems to happen is your costs go up via
research, buildings, or workers. There is no way of showing which research, or contracts will effect the profitability of your
company.
7. There should be a database made for saving games, it seems there is only one game you can currenty have at a time, so for
instance if you wish to play the long game and research slowly while trying to make a profit you can do so as well as having a
flip side game whereby you can just go for broke build all the buildings get your colony on mars and hope that you make you
profit in the mean time.
8. The text size needs to be bigger in the R&D department menu trying to read which research is very difficult.
9. The abilikty to build a satellite needs to be developed and maybe when doing so a brand can be a[[lied to your company that
would appear on all of your products, maybe it could be implemented at the start of the game when choosing the name of your
company.
10. I also think that you should start with a preassembled work force maybe 10 strong with varying degrees of skill, then from
there you could choose to develop them with the university or fire and hire or so on.

I know i am no game developer and i understand the game is still in its alpha stage, however, you guys have come across a game
that i feel has the potential to be an amazing game and everything that i have mentioned is obviously in my own opinion i look
forward and am exctied about the devlopment of this game in the future good luck guys. i am neither recommending or not
recommending at this stage as it would be unfair on the developer but watch this space.. terrible broken game. rarely updated
and patched. at present state its not great. once they finish it, then it might be cool.. very bad game.they take my money and run
away
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